Reentry Council
City & County of San Francisco
AGENDA
Thursday, January 25, 2018
10am-noon
Southeast Community Facility
Alex L. Pitcher, Jr. Community Room
1800 Oakdale Ave.
San Francisco, CA 94124
Note: Each member of the public will be allotted no more than 3 minutes to speak on each item.
1. Call to Order and Introductions.
2. Public Comment on Any Item Listed Below as for “Discussion Only.” (NOTE: public comment on items listed
as “possible action” will occur during that agenda’s time.)
3. Review and Adoption of Meeting Minutes of October 26, 2017 (discussion & possible action).
4. Remembering Ed Lee (discussion only)
5. Staff Report on Activities of the Reentry Council and its Subcommittees (discussion & possible action).
a. Staff updates (discussion and possible action)
a. Racial equity work
b. Calendar of meetings and locations
c. Report on legislation passed at last meeting
i. Nonprofit incentives
ii. TAY seat
d. Website updates
e. Getting Out & Staying Out
b. Subcommittee updates
a. Subcommittee rules
b. Subcommittee retreat
6. Regular Update on Legislation and Funding Related to Reentry (discussion only).
a. Update on MIOCR Grant from Sheriff’s Department
7. Regular Update on Activities of the Juvenile Justice Coordinating Council, Sentencing Commission,
Collaborative Courts, and Community Corrections Partnership, LEAD, Prop 47, Women’s gender responsive
work (discussion only).
8. Presentation on an Analysis of Racial and Ethnic Disparities in Case Dispositions and Sentencing Outcomes in
San Francisco—Steven Raphael and John MacDonald (discussion only)
9. Report on MAPS (Mentoring and Peer Support) Program—Charles Simons and Erik Deiters, DPH (discussion
only)
10. Report on legislative initiative to end discrimination in occupational licensing—Root and Rebound (discussion
and possible action)
11. Council Members’ Comments, Questions, and Requests for Future Agenda Items (discussion only).
12. Public Comment on Any Item Listed Above, as well as Items not Listed on the Agenda.
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13. Adjournment.
SUBMITTING WRITTEN PUBLIC COMMENT TO THE REENTRY COUNCIL
Persons who are unable to attend the public meeting may submit to the Reentry Council, by the time the proceedings begin, written
comments regarding the subject of the meeting. These comments will be made a part of the official public record, and brought to the
attention of the Reentry Council. Written comments should be submitted to: Karen Shain, Reentry Policy Planner, Adult Probation
Department, 880 Bryant Street, Room 200, San Francisco, CA 94103, or via email: reentry.council@sfgov.org.
MEETING MATERIALS
Copies of agendas, minutes, and explanatory documents are available through the Reentry Council’s website at http://sfreentry.com or
by calling Karen Shain at (415) 553-1047 during normal business hours. The material can be FAXed or mailed to you upon request.
ACCOMMODATIONS
To obtain a disability-related modification or accommodation, including auxiliary aids or services, to participate in the meeting, please
contact Karen Shain at reentry.council@sfgov.org or (415) 553-1047 at least two business days before the meeting.
TRANSLATION
Interpreters for languages other than English are available on request. Sign language interpreters are also available on request. For
either accommodation, please contact Karen Shain at reentry.council@sfgov.org or (415) 241-4254 at least two business days before
the meeting.
CHEMICAL SENSITIVITIES
To assist the City in its efforts to accommodate persons with severe allergies, environmental illness, multiple chemical sensitivity or
related disabilities, attendees at public meetings are reminded that other attendees may be sensitive to various chemical based
products. Please help the City accommodate these individuals.
KNOW YOUR RIGHTS UNDER THE SUNSHINE ORDINANCE (Chapter 67 of the San Francisco Administrative Code)
Government's duty is to serve the public, reaching its decisions in full view of the public. Commissions, boards, councils and other
agencies of the City and County exist to conduct the people's business. This ordinance assures that deliberations are conducted before
the people and that City operations are open to the people's review. Copies of the Sunshine Ordinance can be obtained from the Clerk
of the Sunshine Task Force, the San Francisco Public Library, and on the City's web site at: www.sfgov.org/sunshine.
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON YOUR RIGHTS UNDER THE SUNSHINE ORDINANCE OR TO REPORT A VIOLATION OF
THE ORDINANCE, CONTACT THE SUNSHINE ORDINANCE TASK FORCE:
Administrator
Sunshine Ordinance Task Force
City Hall, Room 244
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place,
San Francisco, CA 94102-4683.
Telephone: (415) 554-7724
Fax: (415) 554-5163
E-Mail: soft@sfgov.org
CELL PHONES
The ringing of and use of cell phones, pagers and similar sound-producing electronic devices are prohibited at this meeting. Please be
advised that the Co-Chairs may order the removal from the meeting room of any person(s) responsible for the ringing or use of a cell
phone, pager, or other similar sound-producing electronic devices.
LOBBYIST ORDINANCE
Individuals and entities that influence or attempt to influence local legislative or administrative action may be required by San
Francisco Lobbyist Ordinance (SF Campaign and Governmental Conduct Code sections 2.100-2.160) to register and report lobbying
activity. For more information about the Lobbyist Ordinance, please contact the Ethics Commission at 30 Van Ness Avenue, Suite
3900, San Francisco CA 94102, telephone (415) 581-2300, FAX (415) 581-2317, and web site http://www.sfgov.org/ethics/
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DRAFT MINUTES
Thursday, October 26, 2017
10am-12pm
Milton Marks Conference Center, San Diego Rooms
455 Golden Gate
San Francisco, CA
Members Present: Simin Shamji for Public Defender Jeff Adachi (co-chair); Sheriff Vicki Hennessy (co-chair); Katy
Miller for District Attorney George Gascón (co-chair); Diana Oliva-Aroche for Mayor Ed Lee (co-chair); Jana Taylor for
Chief Adult Probation Office Karen Fletcher (co-chair); Angelica Almeida, Department of Public Health; Jose Bernal,
Board Appointee; Emily Cohen, Department of Homelessness and Supportive Housing; Angela Coleman, Board
Appointee; San Francisco Police Deputy Chief Michael Connolly; Kimberli Courtney, Board Appointee; Supervisor
Sandra Lee Fewer; Aspen Marshall, California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation; Jeffrey Mori, Office of
Economic and Workforce Development; Laura Moyé, Department of Children, Youth & Their Families; Chief Juvenile
Probation Officer Allen A. Nance; Karen Roye, Department of Child Support Services; Susie Smith, Human Services
Agency; Jared Walker, Mayoral Appointee
Members Absent: Mark Culkins, Superior Court of California; Yador Harrell, US Probation Office; Lucero Herrera,
Mayoral Appointee; James Lowden, Board Appointee
1. Call to Order and Introductions.
Simin Shamji called the meeting to order at 10:00. She introduced herself as meeting facilitator for Public
Defender Jeff Adachi. She welcomed everyone, recognizing the co-chairs then asked members to introduce
themselves.
2. Public Comment on Any Item Listed Below as for “Discussion Only.”
Simin Shamji asked for public comment and there was none.
3. Review and Adoption of Meeting Minutes of July 27, 2017 (discussion & possible action).
After members reviewed the minutes, there was a motion by Allen Nance and a second by Karen Roye to approve
the minutes of July 27, 2017. There being no public comment, the minutes were approved.
4. Staff Report on Activities of the Reentry Council and its Subcommittees (discussion & possible action).
a. Staff updates (discussion and possible action)
Simin Shamji asked Karen Shain to give a Reentry Division staff update. Karen Shain introduced
Geoffrea Morris, Adult Probation’s Women’s Gender Responsive Services Coordinator. Next, the council
was asked to submit any necessary updates to the roster. Karen Shain also made note of the projected
2018 Reentry Council schedule. The Department of the Status of Women has requested that council
members complete a demographic survey, Karen Shain provided detailed instruction. Karen Shain asked
the council to review the proposed draft to amend the City and County’s Reentry Council ordinance. The
proposal amends Reentry Council ordinance language, which has limited the ability to fill the TAY
council seat. The new language allows appointment of a formerly incarcerated person between the ages of
18 and 35 who was incarcerated as an adult when they were between the ages of 18 and 25. Simin Shamji
asked for a motion to adopt the Reentry Council ordinance amendment regarding the parameters of the
TAY seat. There was a motion and second and the motion passed. Supervisor Fewer stated she will
present the amended ordinance to the Supervisors.
Tara Agnese gave an update on the Probation Research Network meeting where there was a focus on data
and racial disparities.
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Karen Shain shared that the Reentry Council’s subcommittees retreat will be held in November, and that
the council should expect from that meeting a set of outlined goals. Karen Shain expressed her intent to
replicate the same process with the larger Council.
5. Regular Update on Legislation and Funding Related to Reentry (discussion only).
a. Update on 2017 Legislation
Karen Shain directed the Council’s attention to page 28 of the meeting documents, detailing the numerous
criminal justice related bills that have passed and noted which pieces of legislation the Reentry
Council/City and County of San Francisco were involved in.
b. Update on Funding
Karen Shain directed the Council to page 30 of the meeting documents describing the new Adult Drug
Court Discretionary Grant that was approved by the Bureau of Justice Assistance.
c. Update on MIOCR Grant from Sheriff’s Department
Ali Riker provided a grant update. The new Mental Health Law Enforcement Collaboration Grant, a
partnership between UCSF Citywide and Pre-Trial Diversion to fund a clinical social worker and embed a
clinician into pre-trial with some funds to support emergency stabilization housing. The Mentally Ill
Offender Crime Reduction Act expires June 2018, 76 clients have been enrolled and 18 have been
completed. Access to treatment has been a continued challenge, but a partnership with Salvation Army
Harbor Lights and Westside for clinical support is taking place to target that area of need. Ali Riker
announced the next graduation will be on November 16th, at 10AM, Department 15 and everyone is
invited to attend.
6. Regular Update on Activities of the Juvenile Justice Coordinating Council, Sentencing Commission,
Collaborative Courts, and Community Corrections Partnership, LEAD, Prop 47 (discussion only).
Katy Miller stated that the Sentencing Commission’s next meeting will be held December 6th at the District
Attorney’s office.
Angelica Almeida, Project Director of Law Enforcement Assisted Diversion (LEAD), updated the Council and
the LEAD implementation and Prop 47 funding. LEAD will focus on 16th St./Mission and Civic Center BART
areas. Funding from Prop 47 has been used to obtain 32 residential substance abuse beds at Salvation Army
Harbor House and 5 detox beds. She said that Prop 47 has not yet launched due to a minor delay in licensing and
the contract but more updates on LEAD and Prop 47 funding are anticipated by the next Reentry Council meeting.
7. Proposal to ask for incentives for nonprofit reentry services.
Karen provided members with an update of the proposal to support reentry services provided by nonprofits.
The City Attorney had no comment. Sheriff Vicki Hennessy asked to have a list of the number of for-profit
reentry service providers. Karen Roye echoed the sentiment behind the resolution and stated that by prioritizing
nonprofits, the city is advancing the challenge against racial disparities. Chief Allen Nance has questions about
how the proposal, if adopted, is intended to be operationalized, given the current use of evaluation within the
procurement process, and suggested that additional guiding language may inform how that process might look
like. Sandra Fewer asked the Council if a hearing or report is necessary to have a more comprehensive study of
what Reentry Services should look like.
There was a motion and second to approve the resolution. Simin Shamji called for public comment, and Linda
Connolly introduced herself, stating that she has worked in the for-profit reentry services for many years. She
encouraged the council to think carefully about reentry services and the providers and that everyone should be
held accountable to the same standards and outcomes, nonprofit or private.
Following public comment, the motion passed. Sandra Fewer stated she will bring it before the Board of
Supervisors.
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8. Department of Homelessness Presentation (discussion only)
Emily Cohen of the Department of Homelessness presented on the Department’s Strategic Framework
Development.
Jose Bernal asked questions around the client’s privacy under the new HSH’s data system and how homeless
individuals are assessed and prioritized for shelter placement. Emily Cohen described what coordinated entry is
projected to look like. She stated that prioritization will be done by staff at Access Points and the Homeless
Outreach Teams by assessment. She said that prioritization for housing is really based on vulnerability and length
of homelessness.
Diana Oliva-Aroche asked how HSH intends to engage the criminal justice population and how the department
breaks down and coordinates data among criminal justice and related agencies. Emily Cohen stated that this is not
happening but is being developed to connect disparate data systems. She described a pilot flexible housing
subsidy pool to assist with transitional housing, and spoke about increasing accessibility of Access Points so that
people leaving jail have stronger connections to them.
Karen Roye asked about cultural competency of Access Points, the nonprofits operating them, and how family is
defined by HSH. Emily responded that the definition of family is flexible but usually means that there is custody
of a minor child. She said cultural competency is really important to the department, ensuring that providers have
access to training, and that providers and the Department hold one another accountable so that housing
placements are happening at an equitable rate.
Susie Smith of the Human Services Agency thanked Emily and HSH for their hard work and let the Council know
that HSA is working closely with HSH around benefits connection. Susie also asked about the Point in Time
Count and how that has stayed relatively the same where it feels on a visual level that it has dramatically
increased. Emily Cohen responded that expanded development and tents have contributed to the perceived
increase.
9. Stop the Violence Event in the Tenderloin (discussion only)
Terrell McClinton and Majeid Crawford gave a report on the Stop the Violence in the Tenderloin event. The event
went well, despite the sound permit being pulled, but everything came out great. They hope to make this an
annual event. The coalition is now focusing on creating a citywide basketball league, engaging youth in the city.
A new basketball team, the SF Downtown Starz is an example of the Stop the Violence Coalition’s efforts to
expand opportunities for youth throughout the city.
10. Presentation on Cannabis Equity (discussion only)
Zoe Polk of the San Francisco Human Rights presented to the Council about cannabis equity. She said that racial
disparities related to drug arrests still exist, particularly for African Americans. Council members explored the
questions: What does it mean for the city to have a Green Rush? What is the city’s responsibility to the population
that has been adversely affected by the war on drugs in this new era: how does it affect their potential
entrepreneurship? HRC is interested in understanding the stigma surrounding drug use and its lifelong
consequences. Nina Parks talked about the responsibility that San Francisco as a city can create pathways for
businesses that have experienced a unique history of criminalization and gentrification in an equitable manner.
Sandra Fewer explained that her office is exploring this issue, particularly concerning revenues and how they can
be dedicated to reinvest in communities through evidence based strategies, developing communities not
displacing them. Diversity of business owners is a concern but there remains a need to address the backlash that is
resulting from the new cannabis businesses opening in neighborhoods.
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Chief Allen Nance stated that he is concerned about consumption by minors and what the legalization of adult
recreational use means to them. He urged that the Reentry Council maintain its obligation to young people so that
they are not adversely impacted by this new policy change.

11. Council Members’ Comments, Questions, and Requests for Future Agenda Items (discussion only).
There was none.
12. Public Comment on Any Item Listed Above, as well as Items not Listed on the Agenda.
No Public Comment.
13. Adjournment.

Sheriff Hennessy offered a motion to adjourn, followed by a second by Jeff Mori. The meeting was adjourned at
11:59.
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Reentry Council of the City and County of San Francisco
2018 Meeting Calendar
Council Meetings: Last Thursday of the first month of each quarter
10am-noon
January 25—Pitchess Room, 1800 Oakdale Ave
April 26—St. Anthony’s Foundation
July 26—San Diego Rooms, Milton Marks
October 25—St. Anthony’s Foundation
Subcommittee on Direct Services: 2nd Thursday of the month on uneven months
2:30-4:30 pm, all in City Hall Room 305
January 11—25 Van Ness, Lower Level
March 8—Public Defender’s Office, 555 7th St., 3rd Floor
May 10—25 Van Ness
July 12—Public Defender’s Office
September 13—25 Van Ness
November 8—Public Defender’s Office
Subcommittee on Legislative Policy, Advocacy and Practices: 3rd Wednesday of the month on uneven
months 2:30-4:30pm, all in 25 Van Ness, Lower Level conference room
January 17
March 21
May 16
July 18
September 19
November 21
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1

Reentry Council of the City and County of San Francisco

2

Reentry Council Subcommittees

3
4

Mission

5
6

The mission of the Reentry Council Subcommittees (“Subcommittees”) is to assist the

7

Reentry Council of the City & County of San Francisco (“Reentry Council”) in

8

addressing issues related to the reentry population. The Subcommittees are comprised of

9

previously incarcerated people, other individuals who are deeply invested in improving

10

the criminal justice system and its treatment of the reentry population, nonprofit services

11

providers, public servants, and advocates.

12
13

Meetings

14
15

The Subcommittees shall hold meetings as may be required for the satisfactory

16

performance of its mission in accordance with the Bylaws of the Reentry Council as

17

established by Chapter 5.1 of the San Francisco Administrative Code ("Bylaws").

18
19

The Subcommittees shall hold at least one annual retreat each year.

20
21

Regular meetings of the Subcommittees shall be convened at dates decided by the

22

Subcommittee members in consultation with the Reentry Council Staff.

23
24

Special meetings shall be convened by decision of the Subcommittees.

25
26

The Reentry Council Staff shall notify Subcommittee members and the public of the

27

location and time of all Subcommittee meetings.

28
29

Agenda

1
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1

The agenda for each regular meeting shall be prepared by the Reentry Council Staff in

2

consultation with the Chairperson of the Subcommittees, in conformity with the Bylaws

3

and the rules herein, and shall include:

4

(a) Any item the inclusion of which has been ordered by the Subcommittee at a

5

previous session;

6

(b) Any item proposed by the Chairperson of the Subcommittee;

7

(c) Any item proposed by the Reentry Council;

8

(d) Any item proposed by a member of the Subcommittee.

9
10

The agenda for each special meeting shall consist only of those items which are proposed
for consideration at that special meeting.

11
12

During a meeting, the Subcommittees may revise the agenda and may, as appropriate,

13

defer or delete items; only urgent and important items may be added to the agenda.

14
15

Subcommittee Membership

16

The members of the Subcommittee (“Members”) shall be appointed by the Reentry

17

Council in accordance with the Bylaws.

18
19

The term of office of the Members shall begin on the day of the appointment by the

20

Reentry Council.

21
22

Subcommittee Chairperson

23

Each Subcommittee shall elect from among its members one or more Chairperson(s) to

24

represent the Subcommittee.

25
26

The voting requirement for such election shall be simple majority.

27

2
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1

The Chairperson shall declare the opening and closing of each meeting of the

2

Subcommittee, direct the discussion, ensure observance of these rules herein, accord the

3

right to speak, put motions to the vote and announce decisions. The Chairperson, subject

4

to these rules, shall have control over the proceedings of the Subcommittee and over the

5

maintenance of order at its meetings.

6
7

The Chairperson shall confer with Reentry Council Staff on the logistics of conducting

8

the Subcommittee meetings.

9
10

The Chairperson shall represent the Subcommittees in front of the public, the Reentry

11

Council, the Mayor, the Board of Supervisors and other public entities or organizations.

12
13

In the event that there is more than one Subcommittee, there shall be one Chairperson per

14

each Subcommittee.

15
16

The Chairperson of each Subcommittee shall serve as a liaison to the other

17

Subcommittee(s), and shall be supported by the Reentry Council Staff in the performance

18

as such.

19
20

Voting

21

A Subcommittee Member shall have the right to introduce a motion and the Chairperson

22

shall put the motion to vote.

23
24

Each Member shall have one vote.

25
26

Decisions of the Subcommittee shall be made by a simple majority of the Members

27

present.

28
29

Communications with the Reentry Council

3
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1

The Subcommittees shall bring to the attention of the Reentry Council, in accordance

2

with the Bylaws and the rules herein, communications (“Communication(s)”) which are

3

for consideration by the Reentry Council.

4
5

The Communications shall be in writing, and may include concerns, requests, questions

6

and comments.

7
8

A Communication may begin by a motion by a Member.

9
10

Prior to submission to the Reentry Council, the Chairperson(s) of the Subcommittee that

11

originated the Communication (“Originating Subcommittee”) shall send the

12

Communication in writing to the Chairperson(s) of the other Subcommittee(s) (“Non-

13

originating Subcommittee(s)).

14
15

The Chairperson(s) of the Non-originating Subcommittees shall forward the

16

Communication to their Subcommittee members to consider for endorsement.

17
18

A Communication shall be submitted to the Reentry Council if the Communication has

19

been approved by a simple majority vote of the Originating Subcommittee and the Non-

20

Originating Subcommittee(s) has/have had an opportunity for endorsement.

21
22

The Chairperson of the Originating Subcommittee is responsible for the submission of

23

the Communications to the Reentry Council. The Reentry Council Staff shall assist the

24

Chairperson in doing so. If a written response by the Reentry Council is requested by the

25

Subcommittee, the Chairperson shall specify such a date in the Communication.

26
27

Adoption of Rules

28

The rules contained herein are effective if and only if they have been approved by at

29

least two thirds of the Members, and subsequently passed by the Reentry Council.

30

Changes to these rules must be made in writing and approved by the same process.

31
4
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1

The Reentry Council Staff shall keep a log of when the rules are adopted and changed.

2
3

Finalized May 17, 2017

5
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Direct Services
The direct service subcommittee group mission is to support and invest in non-profit and
grassroots community organizations, movements or activities geared to servicing and impacting
incarcerated and/ or formerly incarcerated people in the areas of violence reduction, permanent
housing, education, employment, mental/physical health, and substance abuse recovery. The
outcome is to reduce San Francisco’s recidivism rates by strengthening returning community
members’ access and connections to community based services, programs, and health facilities.
Members then signed up for several work groups: Reentry Navigation, Reentry Dinner,
Alternative to Incarceration (programming credits), Stop the Violence in the Tenderloin,
Breadwinners/Toastmasters.
Legislation, Policy & Practices
1. Peer mentor/counselor certification program
a. CA does not have state certification
b. Create a San Francisco policy as model for state policy (pilot)
c. Possibly get Medi-Cal or possibly HSA funding?
d. This would become a comprehensive reentry model
i. Peer navigators
ii. Paid transitional employment
iii. Reentry plan developed in custody—based on risk/needs assessment
iv. Part of discharge plan
v. Part of in-custody program plan
2. End gang injunctions
3. Defend against efforts to roll back Propositions 47 and 57
4. Support bail reform
5. Support SB708 (Skinner), allowing people to sign up for services while still in custody
(this needs to allow people to sign up in multiple counties
Procedures to accomplish above:
1. (For peer mentorship program) Gather information locally and from New York City
2. (For gang injunctions) Get local political involvement in support Currently, organizers
are researching status of gang injunctions (including who is enjoined and impact) and
learning from Alameda County how they stopped them
3. (For bail reform) Prep letters of support to authors
4. (For attacks on Props 47 and 57) Get support from City on defense
5. (For SB708) Participate in regular legislative process
Outcomes for LPP Subcommittee work:
1. People have clear plan for release and while in custody
2. People be able to thrive without restrictions of gang injunctions
3. Ongoing progress at state level regarding deincarceration
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SAN FRANCISCO PUBLIC DEFENDER
JEFF ADACHI – PUBLIC DEFENDER
MATT GONZALEZ – CHIEF ATTORNEY

January 18, 2018
City Attorney Dennis Herrera
City Hall, Room 234
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
San Francisco, CA 94102
Dear City Attorney Herrera,
I hope you will agree with me that it is time to withdraw the gang injunctions in San Francisco.
Between 2007 and 2011, your office obtained seven injunctions covering four neighborhoods and
naming 139 people. All of the named individuals are African American and Latino men, who grew
up in the enjoined neighborhoods, several with no felony records.
Gang injunctions are an outdated strategy, a vestige of the crack cocaine era, when turf battles bled
into everyday safety for neighbors. Today, in 2018, there is no evidence the gangs named in these
injunctions still exist, other than through neighborhood legend and the criminalization of entire
communities. Many who are named in these injunctions have moved on in some way – either they
have left the City or their neighborhoods, have grown up and started careers and families, or are in
prison or deceased.
These injunctions seem endless and overpowering. They cast a pall over the affected communities,
perpetuating the idea that the Bayview, Western Addition, Visitacion Valley and Mission districts
are the “crime infested inner cities” of Donald Trump’s imagination. And they perpetuate arrest
and incarceration rates for young black men who are doing little more than interacting with their
friends and families. These men do not have the freedom to travel or the freedom to associate.
Police view them with suspicion, and will stop and search them on the thinnest of pretexts. People
whose names are on these lists, although mostly beyond the age of gang activity, are still restricted
in where they can go and with whom they can be seen. These easily available “blacklists” are used
by employers and landlords to discriminate against people who critically need jobs and housing.
Younger relatives of the people named are profiled by police as potential gang members, simply
because of their family relationships or surnames. And all those profiled are young men of color.
Young clients of our office are charged with gang enhancements merely because they were arrested
within one of the “safety zones” or are related to someone listed in the injunction. Members of a
recent jury that failed to convict on these enhancements later said they were appalled by the lack of
due process for the accused and the paltry evidence offered to support the defendant’s alleged gang
involvement.
People named in the injunctions, and their families and acquaintances, eventually are inclined to
leave the City to escape this curtailment of their civil liberties. This has directly contributed to the
Adult Division - HOJ
555 Seventh Street
San Francisco, CA 94103
P: 415.553.1671
F: 415.553.9810
www.sfpublicdefender.org
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gentrification of these predominantly African-American and Latino communities over the past
decade. The time has come to bring 21st Century light onto these draconian injunctions which sever
family bonds and force people out of neighborhoods where their families have lived for decades.
Oakland officials abolished their city’s gang injunctions more than two years ago, after police
admitted that the outdated tactic was detrimental to neighborhood safety. Portland, Oregon also
recently eliminated its gang database, partly due to concerns that the practice of labeling African
American and Latino kids as gang members damaged the community’s relationship with law
enforcement. When Los Angeles did an internal audit of their injunctions last year, under pressure
from civil liberties groups, they decided to remove 82% of the names because they posed no threat
to public safety.
Recent court decisions have curtailed the use of gang injunctions. The Ninth Circuit in Vasquez v.
Rackauckas (9TH Cir. 2013) 734 F.3D 1025 and the California Court of Appeals in People v.
Sanchez, 2017 LEXIS 1137, each found that gang injunctions violated the procedural due process
clause of the U.S. and California constitutions when those charged with violating the injunction
were not given an opportunity to challenge an injunction’s applicability to them.
The reasoning and logic of Rackauckas and Sanchez applies to the hundreds of young men who are
not named in the injunctions but who live in the “gang safety zones,” then get arrested and have
gang enhancements added to their charges because police have privately designated them as a gang
associate. These young men learn that the police view them as gang members only when they are in
custody and being prosecuted for gang charges. The court’s reasoning in Rackauckas and Sanchez
makes clear that leaving the decision exclusively to the police about who is a gang member leads to
arbitrariness and abuse, and unnecessary criminalization of youth of color.
Since the Board of Supervisors passed the Fair Chance Ordinance in 2014, San Francisco has
prohibited private employers and public housing providers from considering criminal convictions of
applicants, when the record is more than seven years old. Yet, the City and County is maintaining
its own, much older “blacklist”, of people who may not have ever been convicted of a crime, or may
have been convicted of a minor offense, including marijuana possession or sales. This list is
published on a City website for the world to see.
San Francisco has long been a leader in criminal justice reform and the defense of civil liberties.
These antiquated gang injunctions are an embarrassment to our City. It is time for them to go.
I look forward to working together with you to withdraw the gang injunctions.
Sincerely,

Jeff Adachi
San Francisco Public Defender
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Funding Agency

Comments

Due Date

SAMHSA

Law Enforcement and 3/5/2018
Behavioral Health
Partnerships for Early
Diversion.Up to
$330k/year for 5 years

Lead
Applicants

Eligible or Proposed Activities

The Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration
(SAMHSA), Center for Mental Health Services (CMHS), is accepting
applications for fiscal year (FY) 2018 Law Enforcement and Behavioral
Health Partnerships for Early Diversion grants. The purpose of this
program is to establish or expand programs that divert adults with a
serious mental illness (SMI) or a co-occurring disorder (COD) from the
criminal justice system to community-based services prior to arrest
and booking. Special consideration will be given to applicants
proposing to use grant funding to support early diversion services for
veterans. https://www.samhsa.gov/grants/grant-announcements/sm18-005

Status

Agenda Item 7

San Francisco Adult Probation Department &
San Francisco Sheriff ’s Religious Services
welcomes your participation in

An Evening Dialog with the
Faith-Based Reentr y Community

Event Details

Discussion Areas

Date: February 13, 2018



Time: 5:30pm to 8:30pm
Location: St. Mary’s Cathedral– in St. Francis’ Hall
1111 Gough Street, San Francisco (Free Parking)
A discussion on how to strengthen the reentry services
network of San Francisco’s criminal justice partners and the
Faith Based Reentry Community.
Dinner will be served promptly at 5:30pm
The venue was generously donated by the
Archdiocese of SF- Restorative Justice Ministry
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Creation of a Faith Based
Reentry Website Portal



Problems and Solutions on
How to Reach Justice Involved
Individuals

For more information or to RSVP
please contact us by February 6:
Geoffrea Morris (APD)
geoffrea.morris@sfgov.org
Yolanda Robinson (SFSD)
Yolanda.Robinson@sfgov.org

Agenda Item 7

AN OPEN DIALOGUE ON
TRANSGENDER
REENTRY SERVICES

Please Join: A Three-Part Series Discussion Exploring How the
San Francisco's Criminal Justice Partners and Community Can Better Serve the
Incarcerated and Reentering Transgender Community
3:30 PM-5:00 PM
March 14th
April 10th
May 9th
Hall of Justice, 850 Bryant St.
2nd Floor, APD Conference Room
Hosted by: The Adult Probation Department
Human Rights Commission’s Aria Sa’id, LGBT Policy Advisor, will be co-facilitating the meeting
with Geoffrea Morris, APD’s Women’s Gender Responsive Coordinator
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December 2017

An Analysis of Racial and Ethnic Disparities in Case Dispositions and Sentencing Outcomes for
Criminal Cases Presented to and Processed by the Office of the San Francisco District Attorney

John MacDonald
Department of Criminology
University of Pennsylvania
johnmm@sas.upenn.edu

Steven Raphael
Goldman School of Public Policy
University of California, Berkeley
stevenraphael@berkeley.edu

We are grateful to Yotam Shem Tov for his excellent research assistance on this project and
Alissa Skog for helping think through the structure of the administrative datasets. We are
especially grateful to Maria McKee and Tara Regan Anderson for the many insights they
provided us over the course of this project. This research was supported by a grant from the
Frank and Denise Quattrone Foundation.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In this project, we document and explore the sources of racial and ethnic disparities in
outcomes for criminal cases that are presented to and prosecuted by the San Francisco District
Attorney’s Office (SFDA). We assess the degree to which racial and ethnic disparities in case
outcomes are attributable to characteristics of the cases that are presented to the SFDA (e.g.,
seriousness of arrest charges and criminal history) in comparison to aspects of case processing
that generate disparate impacts. We also explore the extent to which disparities remain after
making statistical adjustments for case characteristics and specific case processing aspects, such
as pre-trial detention. The study merges administrative data from the SFDA case management
system, data on jail admission and release from the San Francisco Sheriff’s Department, and
statewide criminal history data from the California Department of Justice.
Our principal conclusions are as follows:
CONCLUSION #1: Racial and ethnic disparities in case disposition outcomes tend to disfavor
African-Americans, Asians, and Hispanics relative to White suspects arrested in City and County
of San Francisco. Figure ES1 displays average values for a select set of case disposition outcomes
by race and ethnicity. The figure shows the percent of cases where charges are not filed, where
the defendant is successfully diverted, where the defendant is released to another agency or
where a motion to revoke probation is filed, where felony charges are filed after a felony arrest,
where a felony arrest results in a felony conviction, and the percentage of cases that result in a
prison sentence. Figure ES1 also displays the average sentence in months for cases that result in
a new conviction. There are several notable patterns in these outcomes.
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Figure ES1: Average Differences in Select Case Outcomes by the Race/Ethnicity of Criminal
Defendants Processed by the Office of the San Francisco District Attorney
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F. Average Sentence for Felony Convictions
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First, Blacks fare poorly relative to Whites for each outcome. Black defendants are less
likely to have their cases dropped or dismissed, less likely to be successfully diverted, more
likely to be released to another agency or have a motion to revoke filed against them, and
when convicted, receive the longest incarceration sentences and are the most likely to receive a
prison sentence.
Second, Asian and Hispanic defendants also fare poorly for several outcomes relative to
White defendants. Asian suspects face a much lower likelihood that their case is dismissed and
a higher likelihood of conviction. Broad disposition outcomes are similar for Hispanic and White
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defendants, though Hispanic defendants are slightly less likely to be successfully diverted and
slightly more likely to receive a prison sentence.

Figure ES2: Average Differences in Select Case Characteristics by the Race/Ethnicity of Criminal
Defendants Processed by the Office of the San Francisco District Attorney
B. Other Open Case at the Time of the Arrest
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CONCLUSION #2: There are large average differences in case characteristics by race and
ethnicity that predict relatively worse disposition outcomes for Black and Asian defendants
and to a lesser degree Hispanic defendants relative to Whites. Figure ES2 displays the percent
of cases by race and ethnicity that involve a felony arrest, the percent of cases where the suspect
at the time of arrest has another pending cases or is on probation or parole (has another open
case at the time of arrest), the average number of prior felony convictions, the average number
of prior prison sentences, and the average number of prior jail sentences. Relative to White
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defendants, Black defendants are more likely to have been arrested for a felony, are more likely
to have an open case at the time of arrest, and have more extensive criminal history records at
the time of arrest (more felony convictions and prior incarceration sentences). All of these
differences in case characteristics by race and ethnicity tend to increase a defendant’s chance of
a more punitive disposition. For example, having an active criminal justice status or an extensive
criminal history may legitimately factor into choices regarding whether to pursue a case, what
charges to file, and sentencing outcomes.
There are also large racial disparities in the likelihood and extent of pre-trial detention.
Table ES1 displays the percent of defendants by race and ethnicity who experience two or more
days of pre-trial detention, that experience seven or more days of pre-trial detention, and that
experience 30 or more days of pre-trial detention. Asian, White, and Hispanic defendants
experience similar levels of pre-trial detention, while Black defendants are detained pre-trial at
higher rates at the two, seven, and thirty-day markers. Recent research has established that pretrial detention often leads to worse disposition outcomes.

Table ES1
Percentage of Defendants Detained Pre-Trial for Two or More Days, Seven or More Days,
and Thirty or More Days by Race and Ethnicity
Detained two or
Detained seven or
Detained thirty or
more days
more days
more days
Non-Hispanic White
42.4%
21.3%
11.5%
Non-Hispanic Black
59.9%
34.0%
20.1%
Non-Hispanic Asian
45.5%
23.3%
13.6%
Hispanic
42.0%
20.6%
11.8%

CONCLUSION #3: Nearly all of the racial and ethnic disparities in case outcomes can be
attributed to case characteristics that are determined prior to a case being presented to the
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office of the SFDA. Figures ES3 through ES5 graphically display the disparities in key disposition
outcomes relative to White defendants. The figures display the raw average difference in each
outcome and the difference that remains after statistically adjusting for differences in
underlying arrest charges, criminal justice status at the time of arrest, the extent of pre-trial
detention, and criminal history on the disposition outcome. In most instances the figures
reveal that disparities in outcomes can be largely attributed to differences in case
characteristics.
Figures ES3 through ES5 are constructed as follows. Using the left side of Figure ES3 as
an example and focusing on the highest marker for Black arrestees at the top of the figure, the
blue dot in the middle of the blue bar marks the differences in the proportion of cases where
charges are not filed or where the case is dismissed between Black and White defendants (with
the value measured along the horizontal axis on the bottom of the graph). Hence, the raw
difference in this variable for Black defendants relative to White defendants is approximately
0.02 (i.e., Black defendants are roughly 2% points less likely to have a case dismissed or not filed).
The horizontal line passing through the dot shows the margin of error within which we are fairly
certain that the true value of the differential lies. A shorter line indicates a more precisely
measured difference. The vertical line at zero allows one to visibly position the difference given
by the dot relative to the no-effect value (i.e., zero). Moreover, if the line indicating zero is
outside of the margin of error, we can conclude that the racial disparity is statistically and
significantly different from no difference. Within each racial group the figure presents two
estimates: (1) the raw difference in the outcome, and (2) the difference that remains after
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statistically adjusting for racial differences in arrest charges, active criminal justice status, pretrial detention, and criminal history.
In Figure ES3 we see that once we account for differences in case characteristics, Black
defendants are slightly more likely to have their cases dismissed or to not have charges filed
relative to White defendants. Similarly, we find no remaining difference in the likelihood of a
successful diversion once these case characteristic are taken into account. This general pattern
is repeated for each of the disposition outcomes. Raw differences reveal disparities that tend to
disfavor non-White defendants. Statistical adjustment for case characteristics explains most of
the observable disparity, and in many instance explains all of an observable disparity.
Figure ES3: Racial Disparities in Case Disposition Outcomes Relative to White Suspects with and
without Controls for Arrest Charges, Criminal Justice Status at Arrest, Detention through Arraignment,
and San Francisco and Statewide Criminal History
Case not filed or dismissed

Diversion

Black

Hispanic

Asian

-.1

-.05

0

.05

-.1

-.05

0

.05

Difference relative to whites
No statistical controls
Inclusive of statistical controls

Notes: The dots in the figure represent estimates of the difference in the outcome relative to
whites. The line through the dot demarks the 95 percent confidence interval for the estimate.
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Figure ES4: Racial Disparities in the Likelihood that a Felony Arrest Results in the Filing of Felony Charges
and a Felony Conviction with and without Controls for Arrest Charges, Criminal Justice Status at Arrest,
Detention through Arraignment, and San Francisco and Statewide Criminal History
Felony Arrests Resulting in Felony Charges Filed

Felony Arrests Resulting in Felony Conviction

Black

Black

Hispanic

Hispanic

Asian

Asian

.02
0
Difference relative to whites

-.02

.04

-.02

-.01
0
Difference relative to whites

.01

No statistical controls

No statistical controls

Inclusive of statistical controls

Inclusive of statistical controls

.02

Notes: The dots in the figure represent estimates of the difference in the outcome relative to
whites. The line through the dot demarks the 95 percent confidence interval for the estimate.
Figure ES5: Racial Disparities in Average Sentence for Those Convicted and Racial Disparities in the

Likelihood that an Arrest Results in a Prison Sentence With and Without Controls for Arrest Charges,
Criminal Justice Status at Arrest, Detention through Arraignment, and San Francisco and Statewide
Criminal History
Likelihood of Receiving a Prison Sentence

Sentence Length for Those Convicted
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Asian
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Inclusiv e of controls for pre-determined factors and filing choices

Inclusiv e of statisitical controls

.01

Notes: The dots in the figure represent estimates of the difference in the outcome relative to
whites. The line through the dot demarks the 95 percent confidence interval for the estimate.
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CONCUSION #4: Pre-trial detention, criminal history, and criminal justice status at time of
arrest generate relatively worse outcomes for Blacks relative to Whites.

Asian-White

disparities in outcomes are due almost entirely to differences in arrest charges. The patterns
displayed in Figures ES3 through ES5 suggest that the observed differences in case disposition
outcomes between racial and ethnic groups can be explained by observable case characteristics
related to criminal history, the seriousness of the alleged offense, and whether the individual is
detained pre-trial. The relative contributions of these factors varies across groups and depends
on the average difference between groups in a specific factor (such as prior felony conviction)
and how those factors impact case outcomes.
Tables ES2 through ES4 qualitatively summarize the role of these factors in explaining
differences in outcomes for a given group relative to Whites. For each of the disposition
outcomes, the tables first list whether a difference disfavors the non-White group, and then
provides information about the contribution of each set of factors on aggravating (marked with
an “A”), mitigating (marked with an “M”), or having no measurable effect (marked by “NE”) on
the difference relative to Whites. The table also notes whether a difference disfavoring the nonWhite group remains after adjusting for these factors, and the proportion explained by
observable case characteristics.
There are several patterns that emerge from this summary. Criminal history, pre-trial
detention, and criminal justice status at the time of arrest tend to aggravate disparities in
outcomes between Black and White defendants, while differences in arrest charges have
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inconsistent effects across outcomes. Differences in arrest charges tend to aggravate AsianWhite disparities while difference in criminal justice status at the time of arrest tend to mitigate
Hispanic-White disparities. While there are a few outcomes where observable characteristics do
not entirely explain observed differentials, many of the differentials are fully explained by case
characteristics.
Table ES2
Summary of the Effects of Case Characteristics
Outcomes
Charges
Successful
not filed,
diversion
case
dismissed
Differential disfavoring Yes
Yes
Black defendants?

on Black-White Disparities in Case Disposition
Felony
charges
filed

Felony
conviction

Likelihood
of prison
sentence

Yes

Average
sentence
for those
convicted
Yes

Yes

Yes

Contribution of
difference in arrest
charges

M

M

A

A

A

A

Contribution of
difference in CJ status

A

A

M

M

A

A

Contribution of
difference in pre-trial
detention

A

A

A

A

A

A

Contribution of
differences in criminal
history

A

A

M

A

A

A

Residual differential
favoring white
defendants?

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

% explained by case
characteristics if
residual difference
remains

82%

-

-

-

-

86%

A – Difference in case characteristics category aggravates the Black-White differential.
M – Difference in case characteristics category mitigates the Black-White differential.
NE – No significant effect of case characteristics category on Black-White differential.
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Table ES3
Summary of the Effects of Case Characteristics on Hispanic-White Disparities in Case
Outcomes
Charges
Successful Felony
Felony
Average
not filed,
diversion
charges
conviction sentence
case
filed
for those
dismissed
convicted
Differential disfavoring No
No
Yes
No
Yes
Hispanic defendants?

Disposition
Likelihood
of prison
sentence
Yes

Contribution of
difference in arrest
charges

A

A

A

M

A

A

Contribution of
difference in CJ status

M

M

A

A

M

M

Contribution of
difference in pre-trial
detention

M

NE

NE

NE

A

A

Contribution of
differences in criminal
history

M

M

A

NE

A

A

Residual differential
favoring white
defendants?

No

No

No

No

No

No

% explained by case
characteristics if
residual difference
remains

-

-

-

-

-

-

A – Difference in case characteristics category aggravates the Hispanic-White differential.
M – Difference in case characteristics category mitigates the Hispanic-White differential.
NE – No significant effect of case characteristics category on Hispanic-White differential.
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Table ES4
Summary of the Effects of Case Characteristics
Outcomes
Charges
Successful
not filed,
diversion
case
dismissed
Differential disfavoring Yes
No
Asian defendants?

on Asian-White Disparities in Case Disposition
Felony
charges
filed

Felony
conviction

Likelihood
of prison
sentence

No

Average
sentence
for those
convicted
No

Yes

No

Contribution of
difference in arrest
charges

A

A

NE

NE

NE

A

Contribution of
difference in CJ status

M

M

A

A

M

M

Contribution of
difference in pre-trial
detention

A

NE

M

M

NE

A

Contribution of
differences in criminal
history

NE

M

A

M

NE

NE

Residual differential
favoring white
defendants?

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

% explained by case
characteristics if
residual difference
remains

80%

-

0%

-

-

-

A – Difference in case characteristics category aggravates the Asian-White differential.
M – Difference in case characteristics category mitigates the Asian-White differential.
NE – No significant effect of case characteristics category on Asian-White differential.
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CONCLUSION #5: The passage and implementation of California Proposition 47 in November of
2014 narrowed racial disparities in outcomes. This narrowing appears to operate through a
diminished effect of pre-trial detention and criminal history in determining case outcomes.
Proposition 47 redefined several low level felony offenses that may be charged as either a felony
or misdemeanor to misdemeanors.

The effects of the proposition on the state’s prison

population and the population of county jails were felt immediately. Given that our study period
spans the implementation of proposition 47, we are able to assess how the implementation of
this change impacts racial disparities in case outcomes and disproportionality more generally.
We observe that the proportion of defendants that are Black declines with the implementation
of proposition 47. We also observe declines for all groups in the proportion of arrests that are
felony arrests.
For nearly all disposition outcomes, racial disparities narrow with the passage of
proposition 47. In addition, the relative contribution of case characteristics that tend to
exacerbate racial disparities also diminish. To illustrate, Table ES5 present the overall difference
in average sentence length for convicted Black, Hispanic, and Asian defendants relative to White
defendants. The table presents the average differences for cases with arrest dates before
proposition 47 and after proposition 47. The table also presents the contribution of differences
in arrest charges, criminal justice status at time of arrest, pre-trial detention, and criminal history
to the overall racial disparity, with the remaining unexplained difference presented at the
bottom. Several notable patterns are evident in this table. First, raw racial disparities decline by
nearly 50 percent. Second, the factors that tend to be more prevalent in cases involving Black
defendants (active criminal justice status, prior criminal convictions and arrests, pre-trial
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1.130

0.253

0.759

0.762

0.500

Due to
arrest
charges
Due to
status at
arrest
Due to pretrial
detention
Due to
criminal
history
Unexplained
differential

0.298

0.274

0.227

0.029

1.005

-0.234

0.121

0.329

-0.068

0.614

0.089

-0.016

-0.070

-0.031

0.291

-0.442

-0.078

-0.031

-0.088

0.053

-0.032

-0.111

0.054

-0.031

0170

Table ES5
Sources of Racial/Ethnic Disparities in Sentence Length (months) for Cases Resulting in Conviction,
Pre- and Post-Proposition 47 Cases
Black
Hispanic
Asian
Pre- 47
Post-47
Pre-47
Post-47
Pre-47
Post-47
Overall
3.405
1.832
0.762
0.296
-0.587
0.050
differences

for all of the disposition outcomes analyzed in this study.

while still operative and present, play a lesser role in the post-47 era. We observe this pattern

words, the case characteristics that tend to lead to relatively unfavorable outcomes for Blacks,

detention etc.) contribute less to racial disparities after the passage of proposition 47. In other
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MAPS
Mentoring And Peer Support
4-Year SAMHSA Grant project for Peer
Specialists working with BHTCC
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Purpose
• Decrease Recidivism
• Help Offenders to Recover
•
•
•
•

Mental Health & Substance Use Challenges
Emotional and Physical Health
Learn Life Skills
Prosocial Activities

• Save Taxpayer Money

• Reduce Use of Urgent & Emergent Services (PES & ED Contacts, and Inpatient
Hospitalization)
• Burden on Judicial System

• Opportunity for Career Development

• Training and Certification for Peer Mentors
• Career Growth and Build Resume
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Overview
•
•
•
•

First enrolled clients in October, 2015
1 Lead Peer Mentor/Supervisor
5 Peer Mentors
5 collaborative courts:
•
•
•
•
•

Behavioral Health Court
Misdemeanor Behavioral Health Court
Drug Treatment Court
Veteran’s Justice Court
Community Justice Center

• 168 dual-diagnosed clients
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What MAPS Does
• Connect

• Jail or Community
• Develop Rapport and Trust

• Engage

• Frequent Check-Ins (jail, court, coffee, phone/text)
• Groups in Jail and the Community (WRAP, Men’s Group, Support, Seeking Safety)
• Collaborate with Case Managers in the Community

• Activities

• Outings (ball games, movies, hikes, etc)
• AA/NA meetings
• **Holiday Parties

• Hope – MAPS is a team of survivors. A Mentor is living proof that people
can and do get well and stay well
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Who are the MAPS clients?
•
•
•
•

The average age of a MAPS client is 43 years old;
72% of clients are male;
31% are veterans;
The average MAPS client describe their health status as ‘fair’ to
‘good’ (on a scale from ‘poor’ to ‘excellent’) ;
• 31% are white, 40% are black, 12% are multiracial;
• 18% are ethnically Latino/a.
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Percentage of incoming MAPS clients
who...
used alcohol w/in 30
days of interview

24%

used illegal drugs w/in
30 days
were arrested in last 30
days
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At entry, less than 5% of
MAPS clients are employed
33%

16%
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Cumulative Enrollments
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MAPS Recidivism
A Study of 37 MAPS clients who enrolled 18 months ago
or more reveals that while 27 clients were re-arrested
sometime after enrollment, only 10 (27%) were
recommitted to a new jail term. This is an on-going study
and will be updated in the spring of 2018.
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The MAPS Team
• Peer Mentors are Incredible Employees
• Trained and Certified
• RAMS
• City College of San Francisco

• Ongoing Trainings
• Structure and Organization
•
•
•
•
•
Page 42

Time Management
Team Building and Cooperation
Boundaries
Accountability and Responsibility
Documentation
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The MAPS Mentor’s Challenges
• Homelessness
• Stigma (societal and internalized)
• Self-Management of Mental Health
• Substance Use Recovery
• Record (Clean Slate)
• Emotional
• Compassion
• Boundaries
• Triggers
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4-Year SAMHSA Grant
• $1,392,568 – Total Grant
• $291,449 - HealthRIGHT 360
• $56,693 - City

• $348,142 – Yearly Disbursement
• $249,125 – Program Salaries (Coordinator and Mentors)
• $52,017 – City Salaries
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‘My life today is a lot better – it’s not perfect,
you know, I still have struggles, but at the
same time I don’t fall off like I used to – I
don’t squander opportunities like I used to.
Most of all, I’m now hopeful. I got a lot of
hope today because of this program.’
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Comments from the 2016 Court Staff
Satisfaction Survey

‘Watching our clients form relationships with
their mentors has been wonderful. The
mentor/mentee relationship is unique and sets
our clients up for success. Some clients who
were unable to be successful before MAPS
have had amazing outcomes’
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2016 Client Focus Group

‘My drug use had alienated me from everything
healthy and normal - I now use my relationship with
my mentor as a guiding tool to get me back on
track, to be able to relate to people like I used to
before Meth. You know – learning how to make
friends, learning how to hold healthy conversation,
learning how to be positive’
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2016 Client Focus Group

‘My mentor has] given me that inspiration that I
needed to just get started in my recovery.’
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2016 Client Focus Group
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2016 Interview with Judge
Ronald Albers

‘The biggest drawback (of the MAPS
program) is the need for more peers – we
could use twice the number that we have.’
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2016 Peer/Mentor Interview
[working with clients] ‘...it’s really a change
in attitude. I recognize it when I see it in
others and can encourage it and help
make it something that that person can
use to heal themselves.’
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Comments from the 2016 Peer/Mentor
Satisfaction Survey

‘It’s like a drug to me – I have to help
others.’
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Comments from the 2016 Court Staff
Satisfaction Survey

Agenda Item 9

“MAPS has been a great addition to VJC [Veterans
Justice Court]. [The mentor] is always in court, has a
great attitude and is extremely valuable to the clients
he serves. It is easy to communicate with him.
[Another mentor] is also such a value to VJC and his
participation is case conferencing and suggestions …
are always valued and appreciated. I wish that more
of our clients had MAPS mentors…”
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Reentry Council
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FAIR CHANCE
OCCUPATIONAL LICENSING
IN THE 2018 LEGISLATIVE
YEAR
Neeraj Kumar, JD
Legal Fellow
Root & Rebound, Reentry Advocates

Occupational Licensing in California
 Over 200 jobs in California require a license issued by a state board or
agency
 Common examples: Doctors, lawyers, teachers
 Workers with direct contact with sensitive populations

 Lesser-known examples
 Barbers
 Tree-trimmers
 Manicurists
 Pest control applicators

Who is requiring it?
 Department of Consumer Affairs
 Around 40 boards, governing the majority of California licensed occupations

 Other departments
 Department of Insurance
 State Bar Association
 Department of Public Health
 California Commission on Teacher Credentialing

Who is it supposed to serve?
 Public health, safety, or welfare
 Sensitive populations
 Consumers

Who is it actually hurting?
 As of 2015, roughly 21% of California workers are licensed
 “California ranked 7th out of the 50 states and the District of Columbia when
measuring the burden imposed on entrants into lower- and moderateincome occupations.”[1]
 “On average, California applicants must pay $300 in licensing fees, spend
549 days in education and/or training, and pass 1 exam.” [2]

Who is it actually hurting?
 Having a criminal record presents 1,200+ disqualifications for occupational
licensing in California. [3]

Why is change necessary?
 The state has articulated the need for change: From AB-1008,
 “. . . (f) Roughly seven million Californians, or nearly one in three adults, have an
arrest or conviction record that can significantly undermine their efforts to
obtain gainful employment.
 (g) Experts have found that employment is essential to helping formerly
incarcerated people support themselves and their families, that a job develops
prosocial behavior, strengthens community ties, enhances self-esteem, and
improves mental health, all of which reduce recidivism. These effects are
strengthened the longer the person holds the job, and especially when it pays
more than minimum wage.
 (h) Experts have found that people with conviction records have lower rates of
turnover and higher rates of promotion on the job and that the personal
contact with potential employees can reduce the negative stigma of a
conviction by approximately 15 percent.” [4]

Why is change necessary?
 Licensing boards and agencies have access to the entirety of an
applicant’s criminal record (e.g., an entire ”RAP Sheet”).
 Licensing boards and agencies are not subject to reporting requirements,
leaving practitioners, advocates, and applicants with no insight into the
actual effects of licensing denial practices.
 Licensing boards and agencies are empowered in some cases to deny
licenses based in part on dismissed convictions, arrests not leading to
conviction, or other “acts” that do not result in a formal conviction
 This means that one can be denied a license without being proven guilty

Why is change necessary?
 Practitioners and advocates report that across the board, applicants with
records are routinely denied licensure based on convictions that may have
no rational connection to the duties of a particular licensed profession,
subjecting them to either unemployment or a lengthy, expensive, and
complex Administrative Appeals process for which they are not entitled to
representation
 Additionally, the findings of Administrative Law Judges are non-binding, meaning
that agencies can subject applicants to appeals procedures then deny licensure
notwithstanding a recommendation to the contrary by an ALJ.

 Rather than being afforded the opportunity to enter gainful, sustainable,
career-focused employment, applicants with records are being forced into
situations that encourage recidivism.

What is being done?
 The California Occupational Licensing Policy Reform Coalition has drafted
model language to address the uneven playing field of occupational
licensing.
 Over 30 organizations and over 50 individuals have collaborated to
generate statutory language and to develop and enact an outreach and
mobilization plan to encourage support of policy reform.
 The Coalition is comprised of private and pro bono legal advocates,
service providers, directly-impacted individuals, private companies, and
educational professionals.
 The draft language as it stands addresses all occupational licensing boards
and agencies in California, and is currently with legislative counsel with its
tentative author.

Why should one support this effort?
 Acknowledging the need for occupational licensing reform is embracing
the idea that unlawful behavior can be counteracted by access to
employment, stability, and financial resources.
 Occupational licensing barriers keep individuals who studied or practiced a
specific trade or skill while incarcerated out of occupations for which they
are trained or qualified.
 Nowhere is this more clear than in the case of trained California firefighters, who
can fight California’s largest fires while incarcerated, but who are frequently
barred from necessary EMT certification after release.

Conclusion
 Concerned parties and organizations are invited to join the Coalition’s
regularly scheduled conference calls or support its efforts in ways specific to
their capabilities or capacities.
 FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT:
NKUMAR@ROOTANDREBOUND.ORG
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